AutoMare
Making lab automation accessible to everyone

In a nutshell
AutoMare is a pioneering start-up in the Lab-Automation market, dedicated to helping researchers and technicians from repetitive, time-consuming tasks.

Why is our technology important?
Solving the energy crisis problem and fronting new pandemics requires laboratories to work at an ever-increasing speed and efficiency. We need to adopt automated solutions that empower laboratories to work many times faster. Although robotic solutions for these tasks exist, they hardly ever are cost-effective and require specialized engineers for deployment. This limits the adoption of robotic solutions in the lab environment; we are developing a cost-effective, user-friendly solution that can automate several standard laboratory practices.

The benefits of our solution
- Cost-effective
- Accessible and usable by researchers with limited experience in robotics
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Get in touch
We’d love to speak to you more about our project.
You can book some time with us here: vincenzo.scamarcio@epfl.ch